In my brief time on the faculty liere at MIT, I have served as a thesis reader to a large (but Unrecorded) number ot students. This fall semester, there were five. Each time, I undertook my responsibiUty with a mixture of excitement and trepidation. What should be my role?
A recent architecture school graduate might well be shocked, disillusioned, or even hurt to find that the emphasis on design genesis that dominated his schooling plays a very small role in actual architectural practice. As such, architecture schools must defend their emphasis on studio training at the expense of other pedagogies. While it is the unique place where design genesis is taught, studio should move beyond developing strategies for stimulating creativity and formalizing design proposals to teaching methods of critical analysisincluding technical analysisof those proposals. For technolog\-(or HTC) issues, speciahsts may enter the studio to help students better develop their subject knowledge to support critical revision of their designs. Unfortunately, with the time hmitations of semester studios, and with each student's background and technical knowledge evolving only slowly, this critical revision happens in pieces and not always well. Consequently While cntical design review may be isolated in one knowledge domain, formal changes inevitably efiiect several domains simultaneously. In practice, the design professional also manages several knowledge spheres simultaneously, possibly working with technical experts, but retaining complete responsibOity for the synthetic impact of design revisions." The student design thesis represents an exercise in which the designer often lacks sufficient experience to support a sophisticated design proposal in the tirst place. Together with a lack of experience interacting with domain-specific consultants, this lack of design maturity places a unique burden on advisor and readers both. A student lacks a sound technical basis for founding a design proposal, both through a relative paucity of technical coursework, and because of a lack of design review experience. Nevertheless, the student must aspire to move beyond mere technical adequacy to develop a structural, themial, lighting, or acoustical strategy that enhances his architectural proposal. In light of this unique design environment, I will take my introductory questions and offer the following answers, trying with each to convey how I adjust my approach to meet the unique circimistances of each student, thesis project, and constellation of advisor and readers.
What should be my role? At the earliest, I should guide each student to historical precedents for the building type they are exploring. In this, which I call the storytelling role, I assume responsibility for making the abstractions from built form to the kinds of simple structural diagrams which I teach in my classes. My role varies from reminding students how to use basic analytical tools to providing specific insights into how to estimate ele- 
